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Flyon the wall …

As we grow up and move about in the 
world, we learn to deal with risk. 

Some of us face more risk than others, and 
some are more risk averse than others. 
All risks entail a particular likelihood of 
eventuating and a particular degree of 
severity of the consequences if the risk 
does eventuate. Rational and reasonable 
action, the rule of the diligens paterfamilias, 
demands adjusting one’s behaviour 
according to an assessment of the 
function of these two factors – probability 
and consequence. Prudence obviously 
dictates that it is best to steer away from 
situations that create a high likelihood 
that something seriously bad may 
happen, and not to alter one’s behaviour 
appreciably for the sake of avoiding a 
negligible chance that something only 
mildly unpleasant may happen. But no 
calibration device exists for deciding 
precisely when and how to alter one’s 
behaviour when the likelihood tends to be 
low and the consequence catastrophic, or 
the likelihood high but the consequence 
relatively harmless, not to mention all the 
gradations in between.

Humans are said to be very bad at 
doing this weighing exercise. We worry 
unduly about, and go out of our way to 
avoid, risks at which we ought rationally 
not to bat an eyelid, and we are oblivious 
to incurring risks to which we should 
prudently pay more attention.

Fly’s homeland is one of those places 
where the risk that one might meet a 
nasty end or be violently injured is quite 
a lot higher than elsewhere on the planet. 
Fly’s habit of driving long distances in 
various machines that entail a real risk 

of ceasing their propulsion capabilities 
at very inconvenient times and in very 
inconvenient (risky) places, for example, 
adds appreciably to his chance of meeting 
a sticky end.

Fly and his fellow citizens accordingly 
acquire risk-ignoring habits that might 
strike others elsewhere as being on the 
wrong side of prudent. Why? They say 
you can’t live in fear. That’s not entirely 
true. Of course you can, but fear is no 
fun, and if you are aiming at maximising 
fun while you are around, fear should be 
minimised. The absence of fear may not 
be prudent, but is certainly more fun than 
its presence. It does, however, risk having 
something happen that is very much not 
fun, or even removing any ability ever 
to have any fun at all again. Most of us 
therefore accept that at least some fear at 
the right time is necessary for more fun 
in the long run. In this way, love of life, 
rationality and prudence eventually blend 
into what for each of us becomes his or 
her own common sense.

And so we learn to manage fear, and 
risk, in a way that allows us, in different 
senses of the word, to live. If we manage 
the same old risks for many years and 
emerge lucky, we act increasingly as if 
these risks never eventuate. They don’t go 
away, and we don’t really think they do, 
but we become inured to them. We simply 
cannot keep worrying about the same 
risks day in and day out. It’s exhausting, if 
nothing else.

These are some of the reasons why 
we find it exceptionally difficult to deal 
with new risks. We now all know there’s 
a new flu virus loose that may kill us or 

our loved ones if we get infected. We 
are also told it probably won’t. We know 
there are many such things around, and it 
has not made us radically alter our ways 
before. But now we have this new virus, 
which has become the new dominating 
reality, and which has had governments, 
including ours, take positively medieval 
steps to respond to, and we don’t know 
how to compare it to risks we have 
managed up to now. We simply don’t 
know how or where to fit it into our own 
common sense. The unprecedented scale 
of the international apocalypse (at least 
in modern times) does not help in this 
exercise.

Of course, now that we are legally 
and socially compelled to do our utmost 
to ‘flatten the curve’, we do so. We take 
extraordinary measures we have never 
taken before. For some, this is much easier 
than for others. For how long we do this, 
nobody really knows. One thing is clear: 
our extreme (and apparently necessary) 
current behaviour cannot continue in 
this form for several months on end. 
And so, Fly fancies, we will be freaked 
out for a while. We will take this extreme 
risk avoiding action we generally do not 
take for risks that either entail a higher 
degree of likelihood of eventuating, or 
more catastrophic consequences when 
they do. We will then gradually process 
this new risk and, one way or another, 
end up increasingly acting less and less 
differently from before. We will do this for 
the same reason we do it with other risks 
in our daily lives – we need to live, and to 
live as well as we can reasonably try to do. 
Unless, of course, it kills us. A


